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PERFORATING GUN WITH INTEGRATED INITIATOR
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NVENTION  

The present invention relates generally to a perforating

gun assembly having an integrated initiator.

 

         DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF THE PRES  
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 ENT DISCLOSURI   bs mbodiments of the present invention are shown in Figures
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Fig. 1: Steel loading tube design mechanical
ruggedness. Clips also
provide centralization
tor loading tube.
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Fig, 2: Fully assembled Steel Loading Tube
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Fig. 3: Overviewof the Gun system (shown with previous plastic loading tube design}
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Retaining tabs built into the plastic are
squeezed togetherto insert assemblyinto

loading tube then pop out when they reach
holes in loading tube. (also at upper

connector assembly)

ALG
Detonator

Lead in centralizes to

bulkhead may add shock
absorber flange ‘pasket

here}

An elastomer gasket andvor plast
flange may be added here as a shock

absorber between loading mbe and
buikhead

Cutawayin loading tbe provides
access to connect detonator and ta
connect defonator cord te initiator.
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Ballistic Interrupt Shutter
safeguards against
unintended detonation until
acommand is sent to
release the shutter

(not shown} a pin
or plastic retainer
is inserted here to

support harness
connector and

bottom charge
and protect
initiator during
shock

Detonator
Card

2"4 culawayprovides access to
connect initiator to through
wire hamess.

  it

“IDC” push-in connectors to connect detonator
wires to the Eclipse circuit board. The eclipse
board contains an addressable switch which

communicaies with the surface computer and
comnects the detonator to the cable on command.

The eclipse can alternatively route cable powerto
the gun/tool below. The eclipse board also
records diagnostic information while firme such
as cable voltage during firing.

lf required — two eclipse initiators could be
deployed — one at each end of the loading fulre -
fo provide redundancyfor more reliable firing.

A Julia (secure} board which has an RF safe
design using an EFI can be used instead of the
Eclipse board

Fig, 4: EcHipse initiater
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Wire Halder paps
imto Boles in

loading frbe and
also acts as a
standotf and
cemtralizer to
centralize the

loading tebe mide
the carrier

coanial
connector at

end of Eclipse
initiator,

 
Cntaway provides access to connect te
through wire harness. Connector is spring
latched so & camnat disconnect in
shock/vibration. 

The plastic has a 30-
degree lead in so that if ts
centralized by a circular
slot in the bulkhead

This may be replaced in future design by 4
connector similar to the top connector design
which aliens with the Initiator and allows a
hands-free insertion of the initiator module.

Fig. 5: End of loading tube
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